In this paper, we study strong convergence theorems for a generalized three-step iterative scheme with errors to approximate common fixed points of three asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings in real Banach spaces. 
Introduction and preliminaries
Let C be a nonempty subset of a real Banach space E. A mapping T : C -> C is called uniformly L-Lipschitzian if there exists a positive constant L such that \\T n x -T n y\\ < L\\x -y||, for all x,y £ C and for all n > 1.
A mapping T : C -> C is said to be asymptotically nonexpansive if there exists a sequence {k n } C [0, oo) with limn-^ k n = 0 such that ||T n x -T n y\\ < (1 + kn)\\x -2/|j, for all x,y <E C and for all n > 1. Let F(T) denote the set of all fixed points of a mapping T. If F(T) ^ 0, then T is called asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive if there exists a sequence {k n } C [0, oo) with lim n^o o K = 0 such that \\T n x -p\\ < (1 + k n )\\x -p\\, for all x e C, p € F(T) and n > 1.
Clearly, an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping must be asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive as well as uniformly L-Lipschitzian with the uniform Lipschitz constant L = sup{l + k n : n > 1}, but the converse is not always true. The Ishikawa iteration process with errors (1.1) with null sequences {u n } and {f n } clearly reduces to the usual Ishikawa iteration procedure and similarly the Mann iteration procedure with errors (1.4) with a null sequence {u n } reduces to the usual Mann iteration procedure.
A more satisfactory concept of Ishikawa and Mann iterative processes with errors was given by Y. G. Xu [15] as follows:
Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space E and T : C -> C a mapping. The sequence defined iteratively by
where {un} and {w n } are bounded sequences in C and {an}, {(3n}, {"in}, {an}, {$ n } and {7 n } are sequences in [0, 1] such that an + f3n + jn = an + 0n + in -1, n > 1 is called the Ishikawa iteration sequence with errors. If a n = 1, n > 1 then the Ishikawa iteration with errors (1.5) reduces to the Mann iteration with errors defined by the following scheme xi e C (1.6) xn+1 = anxn + f3nTxn + 7nun, n > 1 with 0 < an, Pn, In < 1, an + /9n + In = 1, n > 1 and bounded sequences {un} C C in C.
In 2004, H. Fukhar-ud-din and S. H. Khan [2] studied an iterative process with errors in the sense of Liu for two asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in a uniformly convex Banach space.
In 2006, J. U. Jeong and S. H. Kim [5] studied the Ishikawa iterative scheme with error members for a pair of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings S, T defined as follows:
xn+\ = anS n yn + bnxn + cnun, n > 1,
where {an}, {6n} ,{cn}, {an}, {bn} and {cn} are sequences in [0,1] with 0 < 6 < an, an < (1 -5) < 1, an + bn + Cn = an + bn + cn -1 and {un} and {wn} are bounded sequences in C.
Recently, H. Fukhar-ud-din and S. H. Khan [3] studied the iterative scheme (1.7) for two asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings in real Banach spaces.
Motivated and inspired by the previous studies, we introduce a new three-step iterative scheme {xn}'^=1 associated with three asymptotically quasi-nonexpasnsive mappings S,T, R : C -> C as follows: and {Cn} are sequences in [0, 1] such that an+/?n+7" = 1, An+IJ'n + ^n = 1, £n+Vn+Cn = 1, n > 1 and {vn} and {wn} are bounded sequences in C. If S, T and R are asymptotically nonexpansive mappings such that S = T = R, then the iterative procedure (1.8) reduces to the one introduced by Cho and Zhou [1] . If 5, T and R are asymptotically nonexpansive mappings, S = T = R and un = vn = wn = 0, n > 1, then scheme (1.8) reduces to the three-step iteration defined by Xu and Noor [16] .
In this paper, we prove weak and strong convergence of the procedure (1.8) to a common fixed point of 5,T and R under certain restrictions. 
for all x £ C, where
Note that condition (^4') reduces to condition ( 
Remark 1.1. If R = I or R = S or R = T then condition (A") obviously reduces to condition (A r ) introduced by which makes condition {A") more general than condition {A).
The following lemmas are useful in proving our main results.
Lemma 1.1 ([11])
. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, 0 < a <tn < (3 < 1, and {x"} and {yn} be two sequences in X such that limsupn_,00||xri|| < I, limsupn-xx,11yn11 < I and limn^oo ||in^n + (l-in)yn|| = I for some I > 0. Then limn^oo \\xn -Vn II = 0 .
Lemma 1.2 ([14]). Let {wn}> {pn}, and { a n} be sequences of nonnegative real numbers satisfying the inequality
If Xl^Li Pn < oo and Yl^Li a n < oo, then lim^oo un exists.
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Main results

Throughout this paper, F will denote the set of common fixed points of S, T and R, i.e, F = F(S) n F(T) n F(R).
We begin with giving the following proposition. Proof. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a sequence {k n }^=i in [0, oo) with kn < oo such that for all x G C, p G F and all n > 1
Since and are bounded sequences in C then there exists, 0 < M < oo, such that M = max{sup ||«" -p||, sup \\v n -p||,sup \\w n -p||}. Now, for any p £ F we have \\x n +l -p\\ = \\oL n S n y n + PnXn + 7nU n ~ p\\ < a n \\S n y n -p\\ + Pn\\Xn -p\\ +7n|K -p|| < (1 + k n )a n \\y n -p|| + (3 n \\x n -p\\ + j n M = (1 + k n )a n \\\ n T n z n + n n x n + v n v n -p|| + /3 n \\x n -p\\ + 7 n M 900 R. A. Rashwan, A. A. Abdel Hakim < (1 + k n )a n X n \\T n z n -p\\ + (1 + k n )a n n n \\x n -p\\ + (3 n \\x n -p\\
Since {k n } is a bounded sequence, then there exists h > 0 such that k n < h, n > 1. Therefore,
Using that 7n < 00, S^Li u n < 00, Cn < 00 and k n < 00
and applying Lemma 1.2, we deduce that lim n _» 00 ||x"+i -p\\ exists for all We have ||x n 'S'xjj.|| < ||x" -S x n || + US' x n Sx^H < a n + L||5 N ^x n -
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= a n + L(||x n -Xji-i|| + ||x n _! -S^Xn-ill + ||5 n~1 x"_i -S n-1 x n ||) < a n + La n -1 + L||x n 1 ||+L 2 ||x n-1 -Era • Hence, we get (2.1) ||x n -5x n || < a n + La n -\ + L(L + l)||x n -x"_i||.
We can similarly show that Now, we have ||x n -x n _i|| < ||a n _i5 n_1 y n _i+/3 n _ix n _i+ 7 n _iu n _i-x"_i|| < a n -i\\S n~1 y n -i -x n -i|| + 7 n _i||u n _i -x n -i|| < an-ill^"-1^-! -S^En-ill +a n _ 1 ||5 n -1 x n _ 1 -x n _i|| + 7n _iM' < a n -iL\\y n -i -Xji-i|| + a n _ia n _ x + 7 n -iM' = a n -lL\\X n -iT n '' 1 Z n -l + IJ, n -iX n -l + l> n -iV n -l -x n _i|| + a n -lOn-l +ln-\M' < a n _iA n _iL||T n_1 2; n _i -x n -i|| + a n -iLv n -i\\v n -i %n-i || +a n _io n _i + 7"-i M'
< «"-lAn-iLUT"-1^-! -T" _1 X"_i|| + Qin-lA rl _lL||r n~1 X n _i -X n -\ || + ot n -iv n -iL\\v n -i -x n _i|| +a n _ia n _i +7"_iM' < a n -\X n -iL 2 \\z n -i -x n _i|| + a n -i\ n -\Lb n -i + a n _ia n _i
< a n _lA n _l£"_iL 2 ||i? n_1 X"_i -X n _l|| + a n -lAn-lCn-l-C' 2 -®n-l|| + «"-lAn-iLbn-i + a n -\a n -\ + a n _ii/ n -iLM' + 7n _iM / < a n _ia n _i + a n _iA"_iL6 n _i + a: n _iA n _i£ n _iL 2 c n _i Hence, in view of (2.6), we obtain (2.7) limsup ||S n yn -p + f3n{un -x")|| < c.
Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space E. Let S,T, R : C -» C be uniformly L-Lipschitzian asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings. Let {x n } be the iterative sequence defined in
n->oo
Furthermore, we have Applying Lemma 1.1, in virtue of (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain (2.9) lim ||S n yn-xn\\ = 0.
n-»00 Now, we have < \\xn-S n yn\\ + \\S n yn-p\\ < \\xn-S n yn\\ + (l + kn)\\yn-p\\.
Hence, taking lim inf and using (2.10), we get (2.10) c < lim inf ||yn -p||. n-> 00
It follows from (2.6) and (2.11) that limsup ||yn -p|| < c < lim inf ||yn -p||, n->00 n-><x> that is, lim ||yn -p|| = c, which means that (2.11) lim ||An^Zn -p + vn(vn -xn)] n->00
Moreover, we have
Taking lim sup on both sides of the above inequality, we get (2.12) lim sup || 'JTzn -p + un(vn -xn) \\ < c.
On the other hand, we have
which implies that (2.13) lim sup ||x" -p + vn{vn -p)|| < c.
Applying Lemma 1.1, in view of (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) we obtain that (2.14) lim WT^Zn-XnW =0.
n-»oo
Since ||5 n x n -xn\\ < ||S n yn -S n xn|| + ||S n yn -xn\\
Thus, using (2.10) and (2.15), we obtain (2.15) lim ||5 n a; n -x n || = 0.
n-HX
Now observe that we have the following estimate I\*n -
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Hence, taking lim sup on both sides, we obtain (2.16) limsup||z n -< c.
n->00
Also, Il*n-P|| < ||X"-R N Z N || + ||T N Z N -P|| < \\x n -T n z n \\ + (l + k n )\\z n -p\\, which after using (2.15) and taking lim inf on both sides yields (2.17) c < lim inf \\z n -pll. 
n-Hxi
Also, we have
i. e., 
n->oo
Finally, we have
Hence, using (2.15) and (2.23), we obtain (2.23) lim \\T n x n -x n || = 0.
Prom Lemma 2.3 and using (2.16), (2.23) and (2.24) the desired result follows.
• Now, we are prepared to prove our strong convergence theorems. 
d(xn+Tn, F) + d(xn, F).
Letting n -> oo on both sides of (3.1), we get lim \\xn+m -xn|| = 0.
71-> OO
This means that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence. Since C is a closed subset of a Banach space E, then, {xn} converges to some q G C. Since 
n-»oo
Hence, by the conclusion of Theorem 2.5, we conclude that {x n } converges strongly to a common fixed point of S, T and R.
• Since uniformly L-Lipschitzian asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping is asymptotically nonexpansive mapping, then Theorem 2 in [6] is included in Theorem 3.3 with a weaker condition than compactness and moreover, for three mappings.
